AFHCANcart Quick Check Guide
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This is a recommended quick test to verify that an AFHCANcart is correctly configured and performing as
expected. It is assumed the user is trained to use AFHCANcart software.
Name of Tester: ___________________________________________
Date: ____________________________________________________
Cart Location: _____________________________________________
NOTE: Test all devices installed on your cart.







Login to AFHCAN software. Write the version of the software here (e.g. v8.0): ______________







Create a new TEST case.







Select a TEST patient.







Forms: Add any form to the case and save.







Scanner: Scan and save a document to the case (in black and white, grayscale or color).







Video otoscope: Capture and save an otoscope image to the case.







Digital Camera: Capture and save a digital camera to the case.







ECG: Capture and save an ECG waveform to the case.







Tympanometer: Capture and save a tympanogram to the case.







Audiometer: Capture and save an audiometer test to the case.







Spirometer: Capture and save spirometry to the case.







Vital Signs Monitor: Capture and save blood pressure, pulse and Pulse-Ox to the case.







Dental Camera: Capture and save a tooth image to the case.







Stethoscope (Store & Forward): Capture and save a few seconds of heart or lung sounds to the case.







Vidyo: Add a Vidyo call to the case, test the camera, microphone and check view activity in the case.







Vidyo: Add a Vidyo call outside of the case, test the camera and microphone to make sure operational.







Live Stethoscope: Ensure you can log in. If in transmit mode, check that sounds are being captured.







Exam camera (AMD cube): Open Vidyo, switch to exam camera and verify image is coming from it.







Exam camera (Versa 4): Open Vidyo, switch to exam camera and verify image is coming from it.







Add a comment to the case.







Archive the case.







Logout of the AFHCAN software.







Cart is fully operational. (Note any discrepancies on the back of this sheet and contact your IT.)
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